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Abstract—This paper proposes, analyzes, and illustrates several
best basis search algorithms for dictionaries consisting of lapped
orthogonal bases. It improves upon the best local cosine basis se-
lection based on a dyadic tree [10], [11] by considering larger dic-
tionaries of bases. It is shown that this can result in sparser rep-
resentations and approximate shift invariance. An algorithm that
is strictly shift invariant is also provided. The experiments in this
paper suggest that the new dictionaries can be advantageous for
time-frequency analysis, compression, and noise removal. Acceler-
ated versions of the basic algorithm are provided that explore var-
ious tradeoffs between computational efficiency and adaptability.
It is shown that the proposed algorithms are in fact applicable to
any finite dictionary comprised of lapped orthogonal bases. One
such novel dictionary is proposed that constructs the best local co-
sine representation in the frequency domain, and it is shown that
the new dictionary is better suited for representing certain types of
signals.

Index Terms—Best basis, lapped transforms, time-frequency
analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE contributions of our paper are in the area of best basis
search algorithms where the aim is to adaptively select,

from a dictionary of orthonormal bases, the basis that minimizes
a cost for a given signal [3], [10], [11]. Such methods have been
demonstrated to be effective for compression [27], [28], [46],
[52], estimation [13]–[15], [25], [26], [30], [38], [43], [53], and
time-frequency (or space-frequency) analysis [12], [18], [19],
[50], [51], [54].

The original work on best basis search [10], [11] exploited
the fact that a dictionary consisting of local cosine bases [9],
[32], [33], [47] on dyadic intervals can be represented as a single
dyadic tree. This made it possible to find the best basis, for
an additive cost function, via an efficient tree pruning algo-
rithm. On the other hand, it has been noticed that, for an ad-
ditive cost function, the optimal segmentation of a one-dimen-
sional (1-D) signal can be efficiently found using dynamic pro-
gramming. This has been exploited in many contexts such as
piecewise polynomial approximation [2], [41], [44], best basis
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search in time-varying wavelet packet [54] and Modified Dis-
crete Cosine Transform (MDCT) [40] dictionaries, estimation
of abrupt changes in a linear predictive model [45], and optimal
selection of cosine-modulated filter banks [39]. In this paper,
we exploit a similar idea to remove the restriction of [10], [11]
that the supports of local cosine basis functions be dyadic and
use a dynamic programming algorithm to find the best basis in
a much larger collection of local cosine bases. Through exam-
ples, we illustrate the advantages of our approach in three appli-
cation areas: time-frequency analysis, compression, and noise
removal. Specifically, these examples show that our algorithms
result in the following:

• sparser and more accurate time-frequency descriptions;
• lower entropy, even when the side information is taken

into account;
• improved noise removal performance, as measured by the

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
In addition, we extend our basic algorithm in several ways.

We argue that our algorithm is approximately shift invariant
and, moreover, show that it can be made strictly shift invariant
by using a procedure similar to the one developed in [12].
We furthermore propose two accelerated versions of the algo-
rithm which explore various tradeoffs between computational
efficiency and adaptability, and which are based on the idea
of two-stage processing of the data: first, small pieces of a
signal are processed using dynamic programming within each
piece, and then the results are combined using another dynamic
programming sweep.

The use of our algorithms is not restricted to local cosine dic-
tionaries. For example, lapped bases in the frequency domain
were used in [24], [30], [37]. We propose a novel construction
that represents the discrete cosine transform (DCT) of a signal
in a local cosine dictionary and therefore corresponds to rep-
resenting the signal in a dictionary whose elements are the in-
verse DCTs of the local cosine functions. We give examples
where noise removal using this new dictionary yields a higher
SNR than the best local cosine representation. While we develop
and illustrate our algorithms using two dictionaries—the local
cosines in the time domain and in the DCT domain—we show
in Section IV that our algorithms are applicable to any finite dic-
tionary comprised of lapped orthogonal bases.

II. LOCAL COSINE DECOMPOSITIONS

A. Best Basis Search Problem

The general best basis search problem is formulated, for ex-
ample, in [10], [11], and [30]. We consider a dictionary that is
a set of orthonormal bases for , where each
basis consists of vectors, . The cost

1053-587X/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Window function � and an element of a local cosine dictionary. (a)
Window function � . (b) Local cosine basis function.

of representing a signal in is typically defined as follows
[10], [11], [30]:

or

(1)

where is application dependent. Any basis that achieves the
minimum of the cost over all the bases in the dictio-
nary is called the best basis.

B. A Local Cosine Dictionary

We identify each vector in with a signal defined for
. A local cosine basis [9], [30], [32], [33],

[47] for is defined using cosine functions multiplied by over-
lapping smooth windows. For each discrete interval

, we define a window function [see Fig. 1(a)],
which gradually ramps up from zero to one around and
goes down from one to zero around

if

if

if

otherwise

where the parameter controls how fast the window tapers
off, and is a profile function which monotonically increases
from for to for and satisfies

. Following [30], we define the
discrete local cosine family as follows:

where is a discrete time parameter and is a discrete
frequency parameter. One signal from such a family is depicted
in Fig. 1(b). It can be shown [30] that this set of signals is or-
thonormal if .

For a signal of length , we search for the best basis in the
local cosine dictionary

(2)

which consists of the following local cosine bases:

(3)

where is a set of partition points of the domain
of . If the partition points are such that only adjacent windows
overlap (i.e., if for all ) then is an or-
thonormal basis for [30]. In order to achieve this, we impose
that the finest cell size be some fixed integer , i.e., we
require the partition points to be integer multiples of

(4)

is divisible by where is a fixed integer

(5)

We will refer to the resulting as a MOD-M dictionary. We
note that a MOD-M dictionary is larger than the local cosine
tree dictionary of [10], [11]. In fact, if we choose such that

, where is the maximum depth of the local cosine
tree of [10], [11], it can be easily shown that the local cosine
tree dictionary of [10], [11] will be a subset of the MOD-M
dictionary.

C. Best Basis Algorithm

We now describe an efficient best basis search algorithm for
our MOD-M dictionary. It is a dynamic programming algorithm
whose variants have been widely used in literature since [2]
to find the best segmentation of a 1-D signal. Our exposition
closely follows [54] where it was used to find the best block
wavelet packet basis.

Let , and let the best basis associated with
the window be denoted by . For we have
(6), shown at the bottom of the next page, where
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Fig. 2. Pseudocode specification of a fast dynamic programming algorithm for
the best local cosine basis search. The cost of the best basis O is denoted
by C .

(Note that, since the cost function is additive, the cost of
is .) The initial condition is that

for

Then the best basis for signal can be calculated via dy-
namic programming, by repeatedly applying (6). The C pseu-
docode for this algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, we use

to denote the cost of the best basis and assume that the
costs have been precomputed. The algorithm calcu-
lates and for .
The calculation of each involves a loop over

, with computations within each itera-
tion of the loop. Therefore, the dynamic programming has time
complexity , where . The major computational
burden is associated with computing the costs . The
calculation of via the definition (1) involves
additions where , as well as the computation of
the inner product of with each basis function in , which
requires operations using a fast local cosine trans-
form algorithm [30], [33]. In the process of calculating ,
we need the values for with ,
where and . It is
easy to show that this results in the overall time complexity1 of

.

D. Shift Invariance: A Qualitative Discussion

We call a best basis search algorithm -shift-invariant if cir-
cularly shifting any signal by an arbitrary integer multiple of
leads to shifting its best basis by the same multiple of . When

—i.e., when the algorithm is invariant to any integer
shift—we simply call it shift invariant.

1The time complexities of all our algorithms are summarized in a table in the
Appendix.

Fig. 3. Original signals and time-frequency representations of the best local
cosine basis with smallest cell size M = 16: (a) signal consisting of two
local cosine basis functions; (b) time-frequency tiling for the best local cosine
basis of [10], [11]; (c) time-frequency tiling for the shift-invariant local cosine
decomposition [12]; (d) time-frequency tiling for the best MOD-M local cosine
basis; (e)–(h) similar experiment for the signal in (a) shifted by 16 samples;
and (i)–(l) similar experiment for a signal where the two local cosine bumps
are shifted by different amounts. The darkness of each rectangle in (b)–(d),
(f)–(h), (j)–(l) is proportional to the magnitude of the corresponding local cosine
coefficient.

The MOD-M method described in Section II-C is, strictly
speaking, not -shift-invariant, since we always require the
leftmost basis function to start at the leftmost point of the signal.
It is, however, -shift-invariant, modulo these boundary ef-
fects: i.e., it is invariant to shifts by integer multiples of for
signals whose support is well within the interval . The
dyadic best local cosine basis algorithm of [10], [11] is funda-
mentally not shift invariant since it uses a dyadic tree. Its variant
introduced in [12] is formally shift invariant; however, Fig. 3
shows that the MOD-M method offers certain advantages.

For each best basis experiment in Fig. 3, the smallest cell size
is chosen to be 16. (For the methods in [10]–[12], this means

that the maximal tree depth is set to .)
We follow [10] and [11] and use the entropy cost function

The 256-point signal depicted in Fig. 3(a) consists of two local
cosine basis functions with , one with and
(i.e., supported on [24, 71]), and another one with
and (i.e., supported on [120, 167]). Since both these
functions are in the dyadic dictionary, all three methods pro-
duce the same best basis, as illustrated by the time-frequency

if
otherwise.

(6)
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tilings2 of Fig. 3(b)–(d), which respectively correspond to the
dyadic search of [10], [11], the shift-invariant local cosine
decomposition (SI-LCD) proposed in [12] which essentially
considers shifted versions of the dyadic dictionary, and
our MOD-M method. Shifting each of the two width-32 local
cosine basis functions3 to the right by 16 samples—as shown
in Fig. 3(e)—takes them both out of the dyadic dictionary and
forces the dyadic algorithm to represent each of them by a
number of width-16 local cosine basis functions, six of which
are clearly visible in Fig. 3(f) (the others have small coefficients
and are not visible in the figure). Both the SI-LCD and MOD-M
algorithms, however, are invariant to this shift [Figs. 3(g) and
(h)]. The third column of Fig. 3 illustrates shifting the two
local cosine functions by different amounts: the first one stays
in place, and the second one is shifted by 16. The MOD-M
algorithm is still invariant to this change, as evidenced by
Fig. 3(l). SI-LCD, however, produces a different basis.

E. Strictly Shift-Invariant Algorithm

The qualitative discussion of Section II-D shows that the
MOD-M algorithm possesses the desired shift-invariant prop-
erties, even though it is not, strictly speaking, shift invariant.
We now show, in addition, that we can make it strictly invariant
to any integer shift, using a method similar to [12].

For a discrete signal of length , we extend both the signal
and the basis functions periodically with period so that all
shifts of all signals will effectively be circular shifts. We expand
the dictionary of Section II-B by adding in the shifts of the basis
signals. We define to be the same as the dictionary of (2), (3),
and let be shifted by to the left, as follows:

where

The new dictionary is defined to be the union of the
shifted subdictionaries

Now the best basis search involves finding the subdictionary
that contains the best basis and searching for the best

basis in . Using an argument similar to the one in Sec-
tion II-C, it can be shown that the optimal solution is achieved
in time. In addition, we present in the Appendix
a suboptimal solution based on the method in [12], to result in
the time complexity similar to that of Section II-C.

F. Examples With the Entropy Cost

To further illustrate our methods, we use two examples that
compare our proposed MOD-M local cosine decomposition
with the dyadic best local cosine basis selection [10], [11]. We
again use the entropy cost function. We set .

2To depict a coefficient corresponding to a local cosine basis function with
frequency and window � , we use a rectangle that extends horizontally
from u to v and vertically from =(v � u) to ( + 1)=(v� u). The intensity
of the rectangle is proportional to the magnitude of the coefficient.

3We use the term width to mean the number of samples in the interval [u; v�
1].

Fig. 4. Two signals and the time-frequency pictures of their best bases:
(a) segment “grea” of the speech signal “greasy”; (b), (c), (d) time-frequency
tilings for a fixed local cosine basis, the best local cosine basis of [10], [11],
and the best MOD-M local cosine basis, respectively; (e–h) similar experiment
for a shorter segment of the speech signal. (a) “Grea” speech signal. (b) Fixed,
C = 5:57. (c) Dyadic, C = 4:11. (d) MOD-M, C = 3:51. (e) 512-point
segment. (f) Fixed, C = 3:36. (g) Dyadic, C = 2:44. (h) MOD-M, C = 2:02.

Figs. 4(a), 4(c), and 4(d) show a speech signal of length
and the time-frequency pictures for the best bases selected

by the two methods. The minimal cell size for these experiments
was set at for both methods. The resulting costs are
4.11 for the dyadic dictionary and 3.51 for ours. In addition,
note the sparser time-frequency representation in Fig. 4(d) re-
sulting from our method. For comparison, we provide the re-
sult for a fixed local cosine decomposition with —i.e.,
the local cosine decomposition where each segment has width
16. The cost of this basis is 5.57. The difference of the costs

, while smaller than , is
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Fig. 5. Total entropy as a function of the minimal cell sizeM for the dyadic
and MOD-M algorithms. (a) Estimated number of bits per sample for “grea.”
(b) Estimated number of bits per sample for the 512-point segment.

substantial, showing that the improvement achieved by our al-
gorithm is significant.

In Fig. 4(e), we zoom into the samples 1001 through 1512 of
the signal in Fig. 4(a). For this 512-point segment, we compute
the best basis with the two methods, again setting , and
again comparing to the fixed basis. This results in the following
costs: 3.36 for the fixed basis, 2.44 for the dyadic dictionary,
and 2.02 for ours. Again, the representation resulting from our
method corresponds to a sparser time-frequency tiling. More-
over, the transition between two phonemes (in the neighborhood
of the sample 1150) is missed by the best dyadic basis but is ac-
curately captured by the best MOD-M basis.

To demonstrate the potential of our method for compression
applications, we estimate the total entropy, in bits per sample,
for both the dyadic and MOD-M best bases, for different values
of the minimal cell size . The number of bits required to en-
code the coefficients is estimated by constructing a histogram
of the coefficients and computing the entropy for the histogram.
The number of overhead bits in the MOD-M case—i.e., the
bits required to encode the partition points —is estimated

Fig. 6. Performance of four algorithms for extracting the best local cosine
basis: dyadic [10], [11] (dotted), SI-LCD [12] (dashed–dotted line), the
proposed MOD-M algorithm (solid line), and the proposed shift-invariant
version of the MOD-M algorithm (dashed line). The optimal cost is depicted
as a function of the minimal allowed cell size: (a) 4096-point “grea” speech
signal and (b) 512-point segment of the signal.

by constructing a histogram of the distances between adjacent
partition points and computing the entropy for this histogram.
The number of overhead bits in the dyadic case is assumed to
be equal to the number of nodes in the dyadic tree, since at
each node of the tree one binary decision needs to be encoded:
whether or not the node has children. The total estimates of the
numbers of bits necessary to encode both the coefficients and
the side information are shown, for several examples, in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5(a) shows the results for the 4096-point “grea” signal, for
six values of the minimal cell size : 512, 256, 128, 64, 32,
and 16, corresponding to the tree depths of the dyadic decom-
position 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. In each of these experiments, the
contribution of the overhead, for both dictionaries, does not ex-
ceed 0.5% of the overall entropy. The fact that the overhead is
negligible is not surprising since both best bases have relatively
few partition points. For very large cell sizes, the dyadic and
MOD-M best bases are similar and result in similar entropies;
as the cell size gets smaller, however, the MOD-M best basis
can achieve a significantly lower entropy. A similar experiment
for the 512-point segment of this signal is shown in Fig. 5(b).

Fig. 6 summarizes an experiment where we compared the
dyadic tree algorithm and the MOD-M algorithm with the
suboptimal shift-invariant versions of the two algorithms:
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Fig. 7. Top row: Two local cosine functions. Bottom row: Two functions from
the FDLC dictionary obtained by taking the inverse DCT-IV of the functions in
the top row.

the SI-LCD [12] and our suboptimal shift-invariant MOD-M
algorithm described in the Appendix. The resulting costs4 for
the four algorithms are plotted as a function of . Note that
in both cases, the whole curve for the MOD-M algorithm is
below each of the outcomes for the algorithms in [11], [12].
This is to be expected since we perform the search over a much
larger dictionary. The price to pay is the time complexity of the
algorithm, which, as indicated above, is higher than the time
complexity for the dyadic best basis search algorithm. Note,
however, that for small signal lengths the running time of the
two algorithms is similar. For example, in our experiment with
the 512-point signal, the running times5 for 128, 64, 32,
16 are 0.01, 0.02, 0.02, and 0.03 s, respectively, for the dyadic
algorithm and 0.01, 0.01, 0.05, and 0.19, respectively, for the
MOD-M algorithm. This suggests that the most practical way
of using this algorithm is on blocks whose length is a small
multiple of . Sections III-B and III-C investigate this idea.

G. Frequency-Domain Local Cosines

Frequency-domain lapped bases have been suggested in, e.g.,
[24], [30], and [37]. For example, it was shown in [24] that de-
composing a signal in a Meyer wavelet basis [37] is equivalent
to decomposing its spectrum in a lapped trigonometric basis. We
propose a new dictionary of lapped bases in the frequency do-
main, which we call the MOD-M FDLC dictionary. This dictio-
nary is obtained by taking the inverse DCT of each basis vector
of the MOD-M local cosine dictionary defined in (2)–(5). (A
dyadic FDLC dictionary can similarly be obtained by taking the
inverse DCT of each basis vector of the dyadic local cosine dic-
tionary.) Two FDLC basis vectors are depicted in the bottom
row of Fig. 7; their DCTs are members of the local cosine dic-
tionary and are shown in the top row of Fig. 7.

4Note that, even though the shift-invariant dictionaries are supersets of their
nonshift-invariant counterparts, the latter can sometimes result in smaller costs
since the shift-invariant search algorithms used here are suboptimal.

5The code was written in Matlab and run using Matlab 6.5 under Windows
XP on a machine with a Pentium-M 1.4 GHz processor.

Fig. 8. (a) A noisy speech signal; (b) its DCT; (c) noise-free speech signal;
(d) its DCT; (e) the basis vector from the best MOD-M local cosine basis whose
inner product with the signal in (a) is the largest; (f) its DCT; (g) the basis vector
from the best MOD-M FDLC basis whose inner product with the signal in (a)
is the largest; (h) its DCT.

To find the best basis of a signal in this dictionary, we
calculate the DCT of , and then find the best local cosine
basis for using the MOD-M method described above. Since
DCT is an orthogonal transform, and

, and therefore the costs (1) computed in the DCT
domain are identical to the costs in the time domain.

The FDLC dictionary offers alternative ways of tiling the
time-frequency plane and is better suited than the local cosine
dictionary to the analysis of some types of nonstationary sig-
nals, for example, those whose energy is mostly concentrated
in several frequency bands. This is illustrated in Fig. 8, where
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF DYADIC AND MOD-M METHODS FOR THE NOISY “GREA” SIGNAL WITH SNR = 8:22 dB.

the noisy “grea” speech signal, , and its DCT are shown in (a)
and (b), respectively. The noise-free signal, , and its DCT, are
shown in Figs. 8(c) and (d), respectively. Fig. 8(e) shows the
basis vector from the best MOD-M local cosine basis for

whose inner product with is the largest, and Fig. 8(f) shows
the DCT of this basis vector. Fig. 8(g) shows the basis vector

from the best MOD-M FDLC basis whose inner product
with is the largest, and Fig. 8(h) shows the DCT of this basis
vector. It is evident from Figs. 8(f) and (h) that is more
sharply concentrated around the strongest resonant frequency of

than whose spectrum is more spread out. As we show in
Section II.H and Table I, the noise removal performance in the
problem of recovering from this observation is better for the
best FDLC basis than for the best local cosine basis.

H. Noise Removal Examples

Following [13], we adopt the following procedure for esti-
mating a signal from its noisy measurement : we find the
best basis for from a dictionary , decompose in the best
basis, threshold the coefficients, and reconstruct an estimate of

from the remaining coefficients. We use hard thresholding,
i.e., we keep every coefficient whose absolute value is above
a threshold , and replace all other coefficients with zeros. As
suggested in [26], [30], we use the following cost function for a
basis :

with

if
if

In our experiments, we follow [16] and fix . In Table I
and Figs. 9 and 10, we present the noise removal results for the
dyadic and MOD-M versions of both the time-domain and fre-
quency-domain local cosine (FDLC) dictionaries. To perform
noise removal with a FDLC dictionary, a signal is transformed
using DCT-IV. Both the best basis extraction and thresholding
are then done in the DCT domain. Finally, the resulting DCT
coefficients are transformed back using the inverse DCT-IV.

For both time-domain and FDLC dictionaries, the MOD-M
dictionary leads to a lower cost, higher SNR, and lower RMS
error than the dyadic dictionary. The FDLC dictionaries quite
dramatically outperform their respective time-domain counter-
parts, achieving higher SNRs, lower root-mean-square (rms)
errors, lower costs, and significantly sparser time-frequency
tilings shown in the last row of Fig. 9. In addition, the last row
of Fig. 9 shows that the FDLC dictionaries resolve the resonant

frequencies [i.e., frequencies corresponding to the peaks in
the DCT plots of Fig. 9(b) and (d)] much better than the local
cosine dictionaries.

Fig. 10 illustrates Monte Carlo experiments performed on
three speech signals of length . For each signal,
30 noisy versions were generated by adding 30 realizations of
white Gaussian noise to the signal: ten realizations resulting in
SNR 10 dB, ten resulting in SNR 15 dB, and ten re-
sulting in SNR 20 dB. The ten SNRs achieved by each of
the four best bases (MOD-M FDLC, dyadic FDLC, MOD-M
local cosines, and dyadic local cosines) are plotted in Fig. 10(a)
for one of the signals and the input SNR level 10 dB. Note that
the FDLC dictionaries outperform the time-domain local cosine
dictionaries and that the MOD-M dictionaries typically outper-
form their dyadic counterparts. We have compared these four al-
gorithms to the results of thresholding the coefficients of a fixed
Meyer wavelet basis [37], for several different threshold values.
The dotted line in Fig. 10(a) shows the best among these, which
corresponds to the threshold value , and achieves
significantly lower SNRs than the four best basis algorithms.

The full results of the Monte Carlo simulations are shown
in Figs. 10(b)–(d). Each curve is the plot of the average SNRs
achieved by the corresponding algorithm, and the error bars
are set at two standard deviations. For example, the leftmost
points of the curves in Fig. 10(b) are the average values of the
corresponding curves in Fig. 10(a). Again, the FDLC dictio-
naries perform better then their time-domain counterparts and
than the Meyer wavelet basis; the MOD-M dictionaries perform
better than their dyadic counterparts.

III. FURTHER EXTENSIONS OF THE BASIC ALGORITHM

A. Extension 1, MIN-M: Allowing Arbitrary Positions
for Windows

The MOD-M algorithm restricted the length of the local co-
sine windows to be integer multiples of the finest interval size

. We now allow arbitrary window length with a lower bound

. This results in a larger dictionary than the dictionary of Sec-
tion II-B. The dictionary and the local cosine bases in it are de-
fined in the same way as in (2) and (3), while the constraints (4)
and (5) on the partition points are changed to the following:

(7)

for

where is a fixed integer (8)

This new dictionary will be referred to as a MIN-M dictionary.
The recursion formula for the best basis search is the same as
(6); however, the search for is now done over a different set.
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Fig. 9. Best basis thresholding with dyadic and MOD-M local cosine dictionaries in time domain and in frequency domain. The second row shows various
estimates of the signal (a) based on its noisy observation (c), and the third row shows the corresponding tilings of the time-frequency plane. From left to right:
(e), (i) dyadic local cosine dictionary; (f), (j) MOD-M local cosine dictionary; (g), (k) dyadic FDLC dictionary; (h, l) MOD-M FDLC dictionary. tiling, (k) dyadic
FDLC tiling, and (l) MOD-M FDLC tiling.

Specifically, for see the equation shown at the
bottom of the page, where

The initial condition is that for

This method reduces the cost more significantly, but the price to
pay is more computation. The time complexity of this method is

, which is prohibitive for large signals. However,
both this method and the MOD-M algorithm of Section II-C
can be used on small blocks of a signal, and the results can
be combined via a postprocessing step. By varying the size of
each block, we can achieve various tradeoffs between the cost

and the time complexity. The next two subsections describe two
procedures for blockwise application of our algorithms.

B. Extension 2: BLOCKS Algorithm

We divide a signal of length into blocks of equal size
. Let be the total number of blocks. For each

block , the best basis can be
calculated using either the MOD-M or the MIN-M algorithm.
Concatenating the partition points of the best bases calculated
for all blocks, we get a partition for the signal

where is the total number of segments. Since we imposed par-
tition points at the block boundaries, we need a postprocessing
step to remove the artifacts and further optimize the cost by con-
sidering the whole signal. The postprocessing will select a set of
partition points among the ones we obtained for the blocks. Let

if
otherwise.
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Fig. 10. Monte Carlo simulations for MOD-M LC and FDLC dictionaries,
dyadic LC and FDLC dictionaries, and shift-invariant thresholding in Meyer
wavelet basis. (a) SNRs for ten experiments for the noisy “zero” speech signal.
(b) Average SNRs for three different input SNRs for the noisy “zero” signal.
(c) Average SNRs for three different input SNRs for the noisy “one” signal.
(d) Average SNRs for three different input SNRs for the noisy “two” signal.

be the best basis for after postprocessing. Then the
postprocessing can be done using the following recursive for-
mula: when , see (9), shown at the bottom of the page,
where

(10)

When

(11)

We now calculate the time complexity of the BLOCKS algo-
rithm where the MOD-M algorithm of Section II-C is applied
to each block. As mentioned in Section II-C, the calculation of
the best basis via the MOD-M algorithm is
for each block of size , where . For blocks,
the total time complexity before postprocessing is therefore

. The time complexity
of the postprocessing step is calculated similarly to that of
the MOD-M algorithm of Section II-C and is ,
where is the number of segments before postprocessing.
Since in the worst case, can be equal to the number of cells

, the worst-case time complexity of the postprocessing step
alone is , which is the same as the complexity of
the MOD-M algorithm applied to the whole signal. In practice,
however, if appropriate values are used, it is typical for to
be significantly smaller than , leading to considerable compu-
tational savings. The overall time complexity of the two stages
of the BLOCKS algorithm is

TABLE II
RUNNING TIMES AND COSTS FOR DYADIC AND MOD-M ALGORITHMS

. It can be similarly shown that if
the BLOCKS algorithm is used in conjunction with the MIN-M
algorithm of Section III-A, the overall time complexity will be

.
We illustrate the BLOCKS algorithm on the signal “Grea”

whose length is . We use the MOD-M algorithm
within each block. We fix the cell size and , and
vary the block size . The results are shown in Table III(a).
The results of dyadic and MOD-M methods with the same
and are shown in Table II for comparison. By using different
values of , we are able to obtain various tradeoffs between
optimizing the cost and minimizing the running time. When
is very large, there is essentially no difference between using
BLOCKS and applying MOD-M to the whole signal. In fact,
if , then the two algorithms produce identical re-
sults except the BLOCKS algorithm makes some unnecessary
computations. This is illustrated by comparing the last line of
Table III(a) and the last line of Table II. When is very small,
the first stage of the BLOCKS algorithm tends to produce many
partition points, and the bulk of the computation is done during
the postprocessing stage. The algorithm is the fastest for the
medium values of .

The fact that partition points are imposed at the block bound-
aries contributes to the poor performance of the first stage of the
BLOCKS algorithm for small block sizes . This problem can
be ameliorated by using overlapping blocks, as described in the
next subsection and illustrated in Table III(b).

C. Extension 3: Overlapping-Blocks Algorithm

We process an -point signal using overlapping blocks
that do not necessarily have the same length. We set

. We denote the index of the leftmost and the rightmost
points of the th block by and ,
respectively (i.e., the block itself is denoted by ). We fix

and . The point and the basis
for are recursively found by applying either the

MOD-M algorithm or the MIN-M algorithm to subject to
the constraint that the first partition point of the best basis is to
the right of . Denoting the optimal partition points of

by , we therefore have

If , we set ; otherwise, we set .
We let

if
(9)
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TABLE III
RUNNING TIMES AND COSTS FOR THE (a) BLOCKS ALGORITHM AND (b) OVERLAPPING-BLOCKS ALGORITHM, EACH USED WITH THE MOD-M ALGORITHM

Once this is done for all , we take the overall
basis for to be

We can again use the postprocessing procedure described in
Section III-B, (9)–(11); however, it may not be needed since
the Overlapping-Blocks algorithm does not typically result in
blocking artifacts.

We illustrate the Overlapping-Blocks algorithm on the signal
“grea” whose length is . We use the MOD-M al-
gorithm within each block. We fix the cell size and

and vary the block size . The results are shown in
Table III(b). The results of dyadic and MOD-M methods with
the same and are shown in Table II for comparison.

While the worst-case time complexity of the Overlap-
ping-Blocks algorithm can be shown to be the same as that
of the MOD-M algorithm, we have observed that, in practice,
the Overlapping-Blocks algorithm can be significantly faster
for appropriate values of . The intuition described above
for the Blocks algorithm holds here, as well, as illustrated in
Table III(b): when is very large, the first stage takes a long
time and when is very small, the postprocessing takes a
long time; the algorithm is the fastest for the medium values of

.
Note that overlapping-blocks is usually faster than blocks,

without much difference in the achieved cost. The reason is
that it is able to eliminate more partition points during stage 1,
and therefore its postprocessing stage typically takes less time.
Also note that, for medium and large values of , the Overlap-
ping-Blocks algorithm does not, in fact, need the postprocessing
stage, since postprocessing does not reduce the cost. Dispensing
with the postprocessing stage further reduces the running time.
In addition, this makes it possible to process the data in a sequen-
tial manner: once is determined, the data for
can be discarded.

IV. BEST BASIS SEARCH IN LAPPED DICTIONARIES

General lapped orthogonal bases [6], [7], [30], [33] are not
required to use cosine functions; they may use a more general
family of orthogonal functions which satisfies certain symmetry
conditions. Moreover, nonsymmmetric windows can be used.

Specifically, a window for a discrete interval may be
defined as follows:

if

if

if

otherwise.

where is a profile function just as in Section II-B, but is not
necessarily equal to .

As in Section II-B, we suppose that is a set of partition
points, but we now assume that each partition point comes
with its own profile parameter .
Then, provided that the functions satisfy the appro-
priate symmetry and orthogonality properties, and that the par-
tition points are such that only adjacent windows overlap (i.e.,

for all ), it can be shown that

is an orthonormal family, and

is an orthonormal basis for [30]. A finite dictionary of
such bases may be specified by allowing the same set of valid
partitions as in (4) and (5) and restricting all valid profile
parameters to a finite set . By adding the search over the
set , the MOD-M algorithm of Fig. 2 is modified to search
for the best basis in this dictionary. The resulting modified
algorithm is shown in Fig. 11. In this figure, denotes
the best basis associated the window , and denotes
the corresponding cost. This modified algorithm is very generic
and can be used to perform a best basis search for any MOD-M
dictionary consisting of a finite number of lapped orthogonal
bases. The extensions of the basic algorithm discussed above
also apply to the generic algorithm. The complexity of the
generic algorithm will depend on the size of the set and,
more generally, on the complexity of calculating the costs

.
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Fig. 11. Pseudocode specification of a fast dynamic programming algorithm
for the best basis search in a lapped dictionary.

V. REMARKS ON PARAMETER SELECTION

Our algorithms use a number of parameters. The issue of pa-
rameter selection is an open research issue and is beyond the
scope of our paper. Fortunately, these parameters are also used
in existing best basis methods as well as other adaptive approx-
imation algorithms, and therefore there exists substantial litera-
ture on parameter selection. In our examples, we have used pa-
rameter settings taken from the literature on dyadic best bases,
demonstrating that our algorithms can produce significant im-
provements even without any optimization of the parameters.
We now briefly sample the existing literature on parameter se-
lection.

A. Shape of the Profile Function and Window Taper
Parameters and

These parameters can be optimized with respect to various
criteria, such as approximation of polynomials [5], [35] and
good frequency localization [34]. A comprehensive evaluation
of the choice of these parameters in the context of compression
is provided in [36].

B. Minimum Cell Size and Block Size

Our examples demonstrate the improved performance of our
algorithms, compared to the dyadic best basis search, for a va-
riety of values of and . Note that is akin to the tree
depth for dyadic local cosines, or, more generally, for any mul-
tiscale transforms such as wavelet or wavelet packet transforms.
Selecting is similar to selecting the block size for a block
transform. The selection of such parameters is addressed in any
application which uses multiscale or block transforms, such as,
for example, the compression of audio signals [23], images [42],
[48], [49], or video [23].

C. Cost Function

The original best basis papers [10], [11] proposed using an
entropy cost. Since then, a number of different criteria have
been proposed for different applications. For example, some

cost functions stem from optimal estimation frameworks [13],
[25], [26], [26], [30], [38], [43], or optimal bit allocation in com-
pression applications [18], [19], [46], [54]. Our methods can be
used with any of these cost functions.

D. Threshold

Based on an estimation-theoretic analysis of the best basis
thresholding, the threshold value of was pro-
posed in [13], where is the number of distinct signals in the
dictionary. Many alternative thresholding strategies have been
proposed since. Overviews and comparative evaluations of a
large number of these methods are found in [1], [4].

VI. CONCLUSION

A large body of literature exists on methods for adaptively
selecting vectors [17], [22], [31], bases [8], or subspaces [29]
from dictionaries, based on various criteria such as the norm
of the approximation error [31], the norm of the coefficients
[8], and optimal recognition or classification performance [29].

In this paper, we have focused on best basis search algorithms
to adaptively compute local cosine decompositions. Simple ex-
amples indicate that our algorithms can be applied in time-fre-
quency analysis, compression, and noise removal. In applica-
tions where the speed is important, it is possible to use acceler-
ated versions of our algorithms by first applying them to small
blocks and then combining the results via a postprocessing step.

We have moreover introduced a new dictionary of FDLCs
and showed that it can result in improved representations. We
provided a generic version of our algorithms which can be used
to find the best basis in any finite dictionary of lapped orthogonal
bases.

APPENDIX

A SUBOPTIMAL STRICTLY SHIFT-INVARIANT ALGORITHM

Recall that is the size of the finest cell we are considering,
and is the total number of such cells. We let

where is the cell where appears, , and
is the position of within the cell, . Instead of

finding , i.e., optimizing over and jointly, we first optimize
over and then optimize over . We optimize over using the
method described in [12]. For each shift ,
define the following basis

We calculate the cost of approximating with the basis

Then is found by minimizing the cost over

Using this value of , we now choose . Let
be the best basis for the signal
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TABLE IV
TIME COMPLEXITY OF THE ALGORITHMS

in the subdictionary , for
. The best basis for each is calculated in

the same way as in Section II-C. Then we choose the best ,
as follows:

The corresponding (suboptimal) shift-invariant best basis
for the signal is . Finding re-
quires calculating for . Each
is the sum of costs, and calculating each cost requires

operations. So the calculation of requires
operations. To deter-

mine , we do basis searches for signals of length using
the method of Section II-C. We know that the recursion for-
mula (6) takes operations for one search, so searches
require operations. The major part of the computational
burden, however, is still the calculation of the costs in (6). For-
tunately, many of the costs used in the searches are repeated.
We only need to compute the values for
with , where and

. It can be shown that this com-
putation has time complexity , the same as in
Section II-C. The two steps taken together, therefore, result
in the overall complexity of , which is
similar to the complexity of the basic MOD-M algorithm. For
comparison, the algorithm of [12] is .

As remarked above, the “best” basis found by this method, is
suboptimal for the enlarged dictionary. However, in this way, we
achieved strict shift-invariance essentially without increasing
the time complexity of the algorithm.

We now show how to find the optimal basis which is strictly
-shift-invariant. We define the following dictionary:

where the subdictionaries are defined as previously. We can
then adapt the algorithm we just described to find the best basis
in the dictionary . Specifically, we omit the step of finding

and set . The resulting best basis will be optimal
for the dictionary , and it will be -shift-invariant. The
computational complexity for this procedure is ,
the same as that of the MOD-M algorithm.

TIME COMPLEXITY OF VARIOUS ALGORITHMS

In Table IV, we summarize the time complexity of the various
algorithms introduced in this paper, as well as the SI-LCD algo-
rithm of [12] and the dyadic tree search of [10], [11]. Here,
is the size of the signal, is the finest cell size,
is the number of blocks, , and .
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